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III. Course objectives
- To study proof methods, which solve specific decisional problems in propositional 
  logic and first-order logic: check if a statement is a theorem or if a statement (the 
  conjecture) is a logical consequence of a set of statements (the axioms and hypotheses)
- To implement ATP (automated theorem prover) systems based on the studied methods.

IV. Course contents
1. Automated theorem proving systems: architecture, examples, applications.
2. Basic notions of classical logics (propositional logic and first-order logic).
3. Data structures used to represent and manipulate logical formulas.
4. Binary decision diagrams in propositional logic.
5. Semantic tableaux method - a refutation proof method
   - A new approach of semantic tableaux method;
   - Considerations for implementation of an ATP based on this method.
6. Sequent and anti-sequent  calculi- two complementary direct proof systems
   - Sequent calculus - used to check the derivability in propositional/first-order 
     logic.
   - Anti-sequent calculus- used to check the non-derivability and to build anti-models.
   - Considerations for implementation of an ATP based on these methods.
7. Semantic trees 
   - Heuristics and tree-searching methods used to implement an efficient proof 
     procedure based on the construction of semantic trees.
8. Model elimination calculus - a refutation  proof method
   - Connection tableaux used to find a refutation in clausal form 
9. Resolution method - a refutation proof method
   Refinements of resolution
     - 	lock resolution
     - 	linear resolution (input, unit, ordered); 
     - 	semantic resolution (hyper-resolution, the set-of support-strategy, ordered)
   Considerations for implementation of ATP systems based on different refinements of 
   resolution.

Laboratory: 
1. Study and work with some dedicated ATP systems.
2. Projects for teams of 3 students: implementation of ATP systems based on the studied 
   methods.
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VI. Thematic of didactic activities per weeks


VII. Didactic methods used


VIII. Assessment
The final grade is obtained based on:
- written exam: 50%
- laboratory activity: 50%
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